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Abstract—Collective I/O, such as that provided in MPI-IO,
enables process collaboration among a group of processes for
greater I/O parallelism. Its implementation involves file domain
partitioning, and having the right partitioning is a key to
achieving high-performance I/O. As modern parallel file systems
maintain data consistency by adopting a distributed file locking
mechanism to avoid centralized lock management, different
locking protocols can have significant impact to the degree of
parallelism of a given file domain partitioning method. In this
paper, we propose dynamic file partitioning methods that adapt
according to the underlying locking protocols in the parallel
file systems and evaluate the performance of four partitioning
methods under two locking protocols. By running multiple
I/O benchmarks, our experiments demonstrate that no single
partitioning guarantees the best performance. Using MPI-IO as
an implementation platform, we provide guidelines to select the
most appropriate partitioning methods for various I/O patterns
and file systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A majority of scientific parallel applications nowadays are
programmed to access files in a one-file-per-process style [1].
This programming style is simple and often gives satisfactory
performance when applications run on a small number of
processes. One immediate drawback is that the application
restart must use the same number of processes as the run
that produced the checkpoint files. A more serious problem is
that this method can create a management nightmare for file
systems when applications run on a large number of processes.
A single production run using thousands of processes can
produce hundreds of thousands or millions of files. Simultaneous file creation in such a scale can cause the network
traffic congestion at the metadata servers, as modern parallel
file systems employ only one or a small number of metadata
servers. Furthermore, accessing millions of newly created files
becomes a daunting task for post-run data analysis. In order
to reduce such file management workload, one solution is to
adopt the shared-file I/O programming style.
Shared-file I/O provides a way to preserve the canonical
order of structured data. Parallel programs often use global
data structures, such as multi-dimensional arrays, to present
the problem domain and partition them so that processes can
concurrently operate on the assigned sub-domains. During a

checkpoint, maintaining arrays’ canonical order in files can
ease up the task of post-run data analysis and visualization.
However, shared-file I/O often performs poorly when the
requests are not well coordinated. To address this concern,
the message passing interface (MPI) standard defines a set
of programming interfaces for parallel file access, commonly
referred as MPI-IO [2]. There are two types of functions in
MPI-IO: collective and independent. The collective functions
require process synchronization which provides an MPI-IO
implementation an opportunity to collaborate processes and
rearrange the requests for better performance. Well-known examples of using such a collaboration are two-phase I/O [3] and
disk directed I/O [4]. Process collaboration has demonstrated
significant performance improvements over uncoordinated I/O.
However, even with these improvements, the shared-file I/O
performance is still far from the single-file-per-process approach. Part of the reason is that shared-file I/O incurs higher
file system locking overhead from data consistency control,
which can never happen if a file is only accessed by a unique
process.
ROMIO is a popular MPI-IO implementation developed at
Argonne National Laboratory [5]. It has been incorporated
as part of several MPI implementations, including MPICH,
LAM [6], HP MPI, SGI MPI, IBM MPI, and NEC MPI. To
achieve the portability, ROMIO implements a layer of abstractdevice interface named ADIO that contains a set of I/O
drivers, one for a different file system [7]. This design allows
ADIO to utilize the system dependent features for higher
I/O performance. ROMIO’s collective I/O implementation is
based on the two-phase I/O strategy proposed in [3], which
includes a data redistribution phase and an I/O phase. The twophase strategy first calculates the aggregate access file region
and then evenly partitioned it among the I/O aggregators
into file domains. The I/O aggregators are a subset of the
processes that act as I/O proxies for the rest of the processes.
In the data redistribution phase, all processes exchange data
with the aggregators based on the calculated file domains. In
the I/O phase, aggregators access the shared file within the
assigned file domains. Two-phase I/O can combine multiple
small non-contiguous requests into large contiguous ones and
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has demonstrated to be very successful, as modern file systems
handle large contiguous requests more efficiently. However,
the even partitioning method does not necessarily produce the
best I/O performance on all file systems.
Modern parallel file systems employ multiple I/O servers,
each managing a set of disks, in order to meet the requirement
of high data throughput. Files stored on these systems can
be striped across the I/O servers so that large requests can
be concurrently served. For parallel I/O on striped files, it
is not easy to enforce data consistency and provide high
performance I/O at the same time. Two most important data
consistency issues that file systems must enforce are I/O
atomicity and cache coherence. Most file systems rely on a
locking mechanism to provides a client an exclusive access
to a file region and hence to implement the data consistency
control. Due to the nature of file striping, lock granularity is
usually the file block size or stripe size, instead of a byte.
If two I/O requests simultaneously access the same file block
and at least one of them is a write, they must be carried out
serially, even if they do not overlap in bytes. On file systems
that perform client-side file caching, this situation can also
cause false sharing in which a block is cached by a process
but flushed immediately, so the block can be accessed by the
other process. Both I/O serialization and false sharing could
happen in a collective I/O, if the partitioned file domains are
not aligned with the lock boundaries.
In this paper, we investigate three file domain partitioning
methods in addition to the even partitioning method used by
ROMIO. The first method aligns the partitioning with the
file system’s lock boundaries. The second method, named
static-cyclic method, partitions a file into fixed-size blocks
based on the lock granularity and statically assigns the blocks
in a round-robin fashion among the I/O aggregators. The
third method, named group-cyclic method, divides the I/O
aggregators into groups, each being of size equal to the number
of I/O servers. Within each group, the static-cyclic partitioning
method is used. This method is particularly designed for the
situation that the number of I/O aggregators is much larger
than the I/O servers. We evaluate these methods using four
I/O benchmarks on two parallel file systems, Lustre and
GPFS. Due to the different file locking protocols adopted
in Lustre and GPFS, these partitioning methods result in
significant performance differences on the two file systems.
Our experiments conclude that the group-static and lockboundary aligned methods give the best write performance on
Lustre and GPFS, respectively. We analyze these behaviors and
propose a strategy that dynamically chooses the partitioning
method best fit to the underlying file system locking protocol.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses background information and related work. Design
and implementation of the file domain partitioning methods
are described in Section III. Performance results are presented
and analyzed in Section IV and the paper is concluded in
Section V.

II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
MPI-IO inherits two important MPI features: MPI communicators defining a set of processes for group operations and
MPI derived data types describing complex memory layouts.
A communicator specifies the processes that can participate
in a collective operation for both inter-process communication
and file I/O. When opening a file, the MPI communicator is a
required argument to indicate the group of processes accessing
the file. MPI collective I/O functions also require all processes
in the communicator to participate. Such an explicit synchronization allows a collective I/O implementation to exchange
access information among all processes and reorganize I/O
requests for better performance. Independent I/O functions, in
contrast, requiring no synchronization make any collaborative
optimization very difficult. While the MPI-IO design goals
are mainly for parallel I/O operations on shared files, one
can still program in the one-file-per-process style using the
MPI_COMM_SELF communicator, but it provides no benefit
over using POSIX I/O directly.
A. Two-phase I/O Implementation in ROMIO
Two-phase I/O is a representative collaborative I/O technique that runs at user space. It assumes that file systems
handle large contiguous requests much better than small noncontiguous ones. ROMIO implements the two-phase I/O for all
the collective functions. It first calculates the aggregate access
region, a contiguous file region starting from the minimal
access offset among the requesting processes and ending at
the maximal offset among the processes. The aggregate access
region is then divided into non-overlapping, contiguous subregions denoted as file domains, and each file domain is
assigned to a unique process. A process makes read/write calls
on behalf of all processes for the requests located in its file
domain. In ROMIO’s current implementation, the file domain
partitioning is done evenly at the byte range granularity in
consideration of balancing the workload.
The two-phase method is generalized in ROMIO by taking two user-controllable parameters: the I/O aggregators
and the collective buffer size [8]. Both parameters can be
set through MPI info objects using hints cb_nodes and
cb_buffer_size. The I/O aggregators are a subset of
the processes that act as I/O proxies for the rest of the
processes. On the parallel machines where each compute nodes
contains a multi-core CPU or multiple processors, the ROMIO
default picks one of the core/processor as the aggregator each
node. Only aggregators make system calls, such as open(),
read(), write() and close(). The collective buffer size
indicates the space of temporary buffers that can be used for
data redistribution. It is useful for memory-bound applications
where spare memory space is limited. When a file domain is
bigger than the collective buffer size, the collective I/O will be
carried out in multiple steps of two-phase I/O and each twophase I/O operates on a file sub-domain of size no larger than
the collective buffer size. Figure 1 shows a two-dimensional
array of size 10 × 15 partitioned among six processes in a
block-block fashion and the array is written in the array’s
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cyclic method can outperform others in some cases. They
concluded that no single partitioning method provides the best
performance and the performance varies depending on the I/O
patterns. However, there is no analysis from the file system
perspective on why these methods behave differently, but
merely a performance observation. The file-layout and cyclic
methods are similar to our static-cyclic partitioning method
presented in this paper. The difference is that we consider the
file system’s lock granularity and our motivation came from
the idea of how to minimize the lock contentions.
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Fig. 1. (a) A 10 × 15 array stored in a file in a row major is partitioned
among six processes. Each subarray is of size 5 × 5. (b) The aggregate access
region is calculated and partitioned evenly among the I/O aggregators. Each
aggregator is assigned a contiguous region as its file domain. In this example,
the first four processes are picked as the I/O aggregators. Given the collective
buffer size of 16 bytes, a collective I/O operation is carried out in 3 steps of
two-phase I/O. Each step covers a file region equal or less than 16 bytes.

canonical order to a shared file starting from file offset 10.
In this example, the I/O aggregators are set to be the first four
processes. Under the even partitioning policy, file domains are
non-overlapping contiguous file regions of size 38 bytes for
processes P0 , P1 , and P2 and 36 bytes for process P3 . If a
collective buffer size of less than the file domain size, say 16
bytes, the collective I/O will be completed by running twophase I/O three times. In each two-phase I/O, an aggregator
only handles data redistribution for a file region equal or less
than 16 bytes.
Nitzberg and Lo studied three file domain-partitioning methods for two-phase I/O, namely block, file layout, and cyclic
target distributions [9]. The block method uses all processes as
I/O aggregators and chooses an unlimited collective buffer size
so that the two-phase I/O can be completed in a single step.
The file layout method uses the number of I/O aggregators
equal to the number of system I/O servers and the data redistribution matches the file striping layout. The two-phase I/O
is carried out in rounds, each round processing the aggregate
access region of size equal to the collective buffer size times
the number of aggregators. In each round, an aggregator will
make n read/write calls to the file system, where n is the
number of stripe units in a collective buffer. The cyclic method
is generalized from the file layout method, which allows file
domain size to be set by the users to a multiple of file stripe
size. Their experiments showed all three methods perform

Many modern parallel file systems are POSIX compliant,
which abide by the data consistency rules that were designed under the traditional non-parallel environment. It has
been known that POSIX requirements on I/O consistency
and atomicity are the two main factors causing significant
performance degradation for parallel shared-file I/O [10], [11].
Data consistency requires the outcomes of concurrent I/O
operations as if they were carried out in a certain linear
order. It is relatively easy for a file system with one server
to guarantee the sequential consistency, but much difficult for
parallel file systems where files are striped across multiple
servers. The atomicity requires that the results of an individual
write call are either entirely visible or completely invisible to
any read call [12]. Implementation for both requirements can
become further sophisticate when client-side file caching is
performed. Two well-known parallel file systems support file
caching are the IBM’s GPFS [13], [14] and Lustre [15].
Currently a popular solution for I/O atomicity and cache
coherency uses a locking mechanism to provide a process
the exclusive access privilege to the requested file region.
However, exclusive access can potentially serialize concurrent
operations. Especially, as the number of processors goes into
the scale of thousands or millions, guaranteeing such consistency without degrading the parallel I/O performance is a great
challenge. To avoid the obvious bottleneck from a centralized
lock manager, various distributed file locking protocols have
been proposed. For example, GPFS employs a distributed
token-based locking mechanism to maintain coherent caches
across compute nodes [16]. This protocol makes a token holder
a local lock authority for granting further lock requests to its
corresponding byte range. A token allows a node to cache data
that cannot be modified elsewhere without first revoking the
token. GPFS’s file stripe size is set at the system boot time
and not changeable by users. The Lustre file system uses a
different distributed server-based locking protocol where each
I/O server manages locks for the stripes of file data it stores.
Unlike GPFS, users can customize striping parameters for a
file on Lustre, such as stripe count, stripe size, and the starting
I/O server. If a client requests a lock held by another client,
a message is sent to the lock holder asking it to release the
lock. Before a lock can be released, dirty cache data must be
flushed to the servers. To guarantee atomicity, file locking is
used in each read/write call to guarantee exclusive access to

the requested file region.
Both GPFS and Lustre adopt an extent-based locking protocol in which a lock manager tends to grant a request as the
largest file region as possible. For example, the first requesting
process to a file will be granted the lock for entire file. When
the second write from a different process arrives, the first
process will relinquish part of the file to the requesting process.
If the starting offset of the second request is bigger then the
first request’s ending offset, the relinquished region will start
from the first request’s ending offset toward the end of file.
Otherwise, the relinquished region will contain a region from
file offset 0 to the first request’s staring offset. The advantage
of this protocol is if a process’s successive requests are within
the already granted region, then no lock request is needed.
The extent-based protocol is carried out by the lock manager
on both GPFS and Lustre. On GPFS, the lock token holder is
the lock manager and hence the extent of a lock can virtually
cover the entire file. On Lustre, since an I/O server is the lock
manager for the file stripes stored in that server, the extent of
a lock can only cover those file stripes.
III. D ESIGN

AND I MPLEMENTATION

There is no doubt that process collaboration is a key for
high-performance I/O. In addition to the two-phase I/O and
disk-directed I/O, many collaboration strategies have been
proposed and demonstrated their success, including serverdirected I/O [17], persistent file domain [18], [19], active
buffering [20], collaborative caching [21], [11], etc. In this
paper, we focus on the two-phase I/O method implementation
in ROMIO. The primary idea of two-phase I/O assumes
that file access cost is much higher than the inter-process
communication. This assumption is still reasonable for the
configuration of today’s parallel machines where the I/O
servers are much less than the compute nodes. In addition
to the potential network congestion on the servers, the disk’s
slow latency and file system’s overhead on data consistency
and cache coherence controls also attribute to the higher I/O
cost.
The significance of such file system control costs will become clear as we examine how a file system reacts differently
to the one-file-per-process and shared-file I/O styles. Both
styles deal with concurrent I/O requests to the file system,
but only the shared-file method bears the consistency control
cost. The one-file-per-process style does not introduce any lock
conflicts and hence causes no I/O serialization. Its cost for
acquiring locks is even smaller when the extent-based locking
protocol is used. On the other end, multiple locks to the same
file must be resolved by the file system in the shared-file I/O
style and the more concurrent I/O requests, the higher cost
of the lock acquisition. If two I/O requests overlap and at
least one is a write request, the I/O will be serialized, which
further worsens the I/O performance. Therefore, avoiding lock
conflicts is very important and the first step for a two-phase
I/O implementation to achieve better performance.
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File domains produced by the even and lock-boundary aligned
partitioning methods.

A. Partitioning Aligned with Lock Boundaries
The lock granularity of a file system is the smallest size of
file region a lock can protect. For single-disk file systems, it is
the disk sector size. For file systems using a single RAID disk,
it is the sector size times the number of redundant disks. For
most of the parallel file systems, such as GPFS and Lustre,
it is set to the file stripe size. Reasonably good parallel I/O
performance has been seen from many parallel I/O benchmarks that used the I/O sizes being multiples of stripe sizes to
avoid conflicts at lock granularity level. However, this perfect
alignment does not always happen in real applications. In the
two-phase I/O implementation, although the even partitioning
method generates non-overlapping file domains at the byte
level, it can still cause lock contentions at the lock granularity
level. To avoid such contentions, the simplest method is to
align each partitioning to a lock boundary. As depicted in
Figure 2, our implementation aligns the partitioned boundary
of two file domains to the nearest lock boundary. Similar
approaches have been proposed and demonstrated performance
enhancement on several benchmarks for both Lustre and GPFS
file systems [22], [11].
B. Static-cyclic Partitioning
The static-cyclic partitioning method divides the entire file
into equal-size blocks and assigns the blocks to the I/O
aggregators in a round-robin fashion. The block size is set
to the file system’s lock granularity. The association of a
block to an aggregator does not change from one collective
I/O to another. For instance, given n I/O aggregators, blocks
i, i + n, i + 2n, · · · are assigned to aggregator rank i. We
refer these blocks as process i’s partitioning fileview, which
is similar to the MPI fileview concept that defines the file
regions visible to a process. Note that in the even and aligned
partitioning methods, file domains only exist in the current
collective I/O call and must be redefined in every collective
I/O. In the static-cyclic method, the partitioning fileview of an
aggregator does not change from one collective I/O to another.
If the lock granularity is the same size as the file stripe and
there is a common divisor between the number of I/O servers
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Fig. 3. Static-cyclic partitioning method. When the lock granularity is equal
to the file stripe size, process P0 and P2 always communicate with I/O server
S0 , and P1 and P3 always communicate with S1 .

and aggregators, each aggregator will always communicate
with the same set of servers. Figure 3 depicts an example of
the partitioning fileviews and file domains partitioned by the
static-cyclic method. If persistent communication channels can
be established between compute processor and I/O servers, this
method can further reduce the network cost across multiple
collective I/Os.
Compared with the even and aligned methods where each
file domain is a contiguous region, the implementation of
static-cyclic method is more complicate, especially when the
collective buffer size is small. Given a collective I/O, what
an aggregator will access is the intersection of its partitioning
fileview and the collective I/O’s aggregate access region. Although an aggregator’s file domain still does not overlap with
another aggregator like the other two partitioning methods,
it is no longer a single contiguous file region. The size of
a file domain is the sum of the coalesced strided blocks an
aggregator is responsible within the aggregate access region.
If the file domain size is larger than the collective buffer
size, the collective I/O is decomposed into multiple steps of
two-phase I/O. In each step, a file sub-domain is covering
a subset of blocks whose coalesced size is equal or less than
the collective buffer size. Figure 4 illustrates an example of an
aggregator’s file domain and sub-domains. For instance, after
the redistribution phase of a collective write, the collective
buffer contains non-contiguous data blocks spanning across the
aggregate access region. There will be one write call for each
of the blocks. Thus, the number of read/write calls made by
each aggregator is more than the even and aligned partitioning
methods. Apparently a performance trade-off exists, depending
on how well a file system can handle such a request pattern.
C. Group-cyclic Partitioning
When the number of I/O aggregators is much larger than
the number of I/O servers, the static-cyclic method may cause
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Fig. 4. (a) Data partitioning of a 2D array among four processes. It also
represents the processes’ MPI fileviews. The 2D array is stored the file in
a row major. (b) The gray area is process 0’s file domain generated by the
static-cyclic partitioning method. (c) Process 0’s file domain is further divided
into four sub-domains, given the collective buffer size is one-forth of the file
domain size. The collective I/O is carried out in four steps of two-phase I/O,
each using a sub-domain.

higher lock acquisition cost if the underlying file system uses
the server-based locking protocol. In the example shown in
Figure 3, there are four I/O aggregators and two I/O servers.
In the static-cyclic method, although server S0 only receives
requests from processes P0 and P2 , the file stripes accessed
by the two processes are interleaved. Similarly, the file stripes
accessed by processes P1 and P3 are also interleaved at
server S1 . In this case, if the extent-based locking protocol
is used, lock requests to each of the interleaved stripes must
be resolved by remote processes. Such lock acquisition pattern
can be harmful to the performance.
To avoid the interleaved access, the group-cyclic partitioned
method divides the I/O aggregators into groups, each of size
equal to the number of I/O servers. The aggregate access
region of a collective I/O is then divided among the groups
with the boundaries aligned to the file stripe size. Within each
group, the static-cyclic method is used. Figure 5 illustrates
an example of the group-cyclic partitioning method using
eight I/O aggregators and four I/O servers. The first group,
group 0, contains aggregators 7, 0, 1, and 2. Group 1 includes
aggregators 3, 4, 5, and 6. The aggregator rank alignment is
based on the starting file offset of the aggregate access region.
The starting aggregator rank, 7 in this example, is calculated
by the formula
⌊

starting offset
⌋ mod np
stripe size

(1)

where np is the number of aggregators. The grouping is made
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Fig. 5. Group-cyclic partitioning method. The I/O aggregators are divided into 2 groups, each of size equal to the number of servers. In this example, the
file stripes accessed by P0 have file offsets prior to the ones by P4 at server S0 . Similarly, the stripes accessed by P1 have offsets prior to the stripes by P5
at server S1 , and so on.

in the continuous, round-robin aggregator rank order. Within
each group, an aggregator will only make requests to one I/O
server. Since group 0 covers the file region prior to group 1
and no aggregator is assigned to two groups, the interleaved
access is eliminated. Under the server-based locking protocol,
file stripes requested by a process are considered contiguous by
the I/O server. Unlike the static-cyclic method, the association
of file stripes to the I/O aggregators is no longer static across
multiple collective I/O operations. However, the association of
I/O servers to the aggregators is still static, if the numbers of
the servers is a factor or multiple of the the aggregators. In
other words, the group-cyclic method is static at the I/O server
level while the static-cyclic method is static at the file stripe
level. Note that the group-cyclic method only takes effective
when the number of I/O aggregators is greater than the number
of I/O servers. Otherwise, it operates exactly the same as the
static-cyclic method.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Our performance evaluation was conducted on two parallel
machines: Jaguar at the National Center for Computational
Sciences and Mercury at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications. Jaguar is a 7832-node Cray XT4 cluster
running Compute Node Linux operating system. Each of the
compute nodes contains a quad-core 2.1 GHz AMD Opteron
processor and 8 GB of memory. The communication network
is a Cray SeaStar router through a bidirectional HyperTransport interface. The parallel file system is Lustre with a total of
144 object storage targets (I/O servers). Lustre allows users to
customize the striping configuration of a directory and all new
files created in that directory inherit the striping configuration.
In our experiment, we configure a directory to store all output
files with 512 KB stripe size, 64 stripe count (number of I/O
servers), and the start server to be randomly picked by the file
system. On Lustre, the lock granularity is the stripe size, 512

KB in our experiments. Mercury, a TeraGrid Cluster, is an 887node IBM Linux cluster where each node contains two Intel
1.3/1.5 GHz Itanium II processors sharing 4 GB of memory.
Running a SuSE Linux operating system, the compute nodes
are inter-connected by both Myrinet and Gigabit Ethernet.
Mercury runs an IBM GPFS parallel file system version 3.1.0
configured in the Network Shared Disk (NSD) server model
with 54 I/O servers and 512 KB file block (stripe) size. Unlike
Lustre, users cannot change the file striping parameters on
GPFS. The lock granularity on GPFS is also the stripe size,
512 KB in our case. The MPI library installed on Mercury is
MPICH version 1.2.7p1 configured with Myrinet.
We developed the proposed I/O methods in the ROMIO
source codes from the MPICH package developed at Argonne
National Laboratory. On Jaguar, we extracted the ROMIO
package from the MPICH2 release of version 1.0.7 and on
Mercury we used the ROMIO from MPICH version 1.2.7p1.
We configured the ROMIO by enabling the ADIO Unix file
system driver for both Lustre and GPFS and built the ROMIO
as a stand-alone library separately from the MPICH. The
library is then linked with the native MPI library on the
two machines when generating application executable binaries.
For performance evaluation, we use two artificial benchmarks,
ROMIO collective I/O test and BTIO, and two I/O kernels
from production applications, FLASH and S3D. The bandwidth numbers were obtained by dividing the aggregate I/O
amount by the time measured from the beginning of file open
until after file close.
A. ROMIO Collective I/O Test
ROMIO software package includes a set of test programs in
which the collective I/O test, named coll_perf, writes and
reads a three-dimensional integer array that is block partitioned
along all three dimensions among processes. An example
of its partitioning pattern on 64 processes is illustrated in
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Figure 11(a). In order to get stable performance numbers,
we measured ten iterations of the collective operations. The
subarray size in each process is kept constant, independent
from the number of processes used, and hence the total I/O
amount is proportional to the number of processes. We choose
two sets of subarray size: 128×128×128 and 100×100×100.
The 128 × 128 × 128 size allows the even partitioning method
to generate some file domains aligned with the file lock
boundaries. The 100 × 100 × 100 subarray size is chosen to
make the unaligned case. The experimental results are shown
in Figure 6.
On Lustre, the write bandwidths for both even and aligned
partitioning methods are similar, but significantly lower than
the cyclic methods. On GPFS, for 128 × 128 × 128 subarray
size, the even and aligned methods are close to each other
and both are much better than the static-cyclic method. For
the 100 × 100 × 100 subarray size, bandwidths of the even
method drop close to the static-cyclic method. This drop of
the even method is because the file domains are no longer
aligned with the lock boundaries like the 128 × 128 × 128
case. The performance difference between Lustre and GPFS
implies the important role of the system locking protocol
to the I/O performance. On Lustre, every I/O server is the

lock manager for the file stripes stored locally. If a process
makes a write request of amount larger than a file stripe,
it must acquire locks from those I/O servers responsible for
the stripes that are part of the request. Lustre enforces I/O
atomicity by having the process obtain all the locks to these
stripes and hold the locks until the entire write data have
been received by the servers. The cyclic methods best fit for
this protocol, because they make the I/O aggregators access
to the same set of I/O severs and hence minimize the cost
of lock acquisition. An advantage of the static-cyclic method
is that the client-side file system caches are always coherent
across multiple collective I/O operations, since file stripes are
statically assigned and no file stripe will be accessed by more
than one aggregator. In other words, the file system’s cache
coherence control will ever be triggered and cached data are
evicted only when the operating system is under memory
space pressure or the cache pages are explicitly flushed. This
property is not presented in the other methods, because their
file domains may change from one collective I/O to another.
However, the interleaved file stripe access starts to occur
for the static-cyclic method when the number of processes
is larger than 512. Since each compute node on Jaguar is
a quad-core processor, the number of I/O aggregators in a

collective I/O is a quarter of the number of MPI processes.
In the 512-process case, the number of aggregators is 128,
twice the number of the I/O servers used in our experiments.
Similarly for the 1024-process case, there are 4 aggregators
requesting file stripes that are interleaved in each I/O server.
Initially, the group-cyclic method behaves the same as the
static-cyclic method till the 256-process case. It keeps scaling
up beyond 256 processes. The scalable results are attributed
to the goal of the group-cyclic method that is to rearrange the
file domains by removing any possible interleaved file stripe
access and hence minimizing the number of lock requests for
each process. This phenomena demonstrates the importance of
avoiding any conflicted lock acquisition to the parallel sharedfile I/O performance.
On GPFS, the cyclic methods do not perform as well as on
Lustre. We only show the results of the static-cyclic method
as they are very similar to the group-cyclic method. Under
GPFS’s token-based locking protocol, any client process can
become a lock manager for future lock requests to its already
granted file range. Both even and align partitioning methods
produce file domains as single contiguous file regions, one for
each I/O aggregator. Since file domains are not overlapping,
all write locks can be immediately granted if the align method
is used. On the other hand, the cyclic methods produce file
domains containing many non-contiguous file stripes. An I/O
aggregator must make a write call for each stripe and thus
there is a lock request for each write. Since the file stripes
from one aggregator are interleaved with all other aggregators,
multiple lock requests must be made and most likely will be
served by remote token holders. From our experiments, it is
the cost of waiting for lock requests to be served that slows
down the write speed, not because of the conflicted locks,
as file domains are not overlapping for all four partitioning
methods. The aligned method is more suitable for the tokenbased locking protocol, because it results in each aggregator
making only one large contiguous write request and thus there
is only a lock request from a process in a collective I/O.
To understand the detailed impact of these file domain
partitioning methods to the two-phase I/O, we measure the two
phases separately. The percentage of the I/O phase to the total
execution time, also shown in Figure 6, is a key indicator to
the effectiveness of a partitioning method. The cyclic methods’
I/O phase percentages are significantly lower than the other
two methods on Lustre. In some cases, the I/O phase even
takes less time than the data redistribution phase. Note that
the aggregate access regions and hence the total write amounts
are equal for all partitioning methods. On GPFS, although the
difference in the I/O phase percentages is not as dramatic as
on Lustre, we can see the aligned method has the lowest I/O
phase percentage and hence the highest write bandwidth.
The read performance tells a different story, because read
locks are sharable. The fact that collective read operations
do not cause any lock conflict suppresses the significance
of file domain partitioning methods. Although there is no
dramatic difference among the three partitioning methods,
the static-cyclic method performs slightly worse than the
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other two methods on both Lustre and GPFS. This is owing
to the read-ahead operations performed by the underlying
file system. File systems prefetch a certain amount of data
immediately following the read request. In the static-cyclic
method, the prefetched data by an aggregator in fact belong
to the file domains statically assigned to different aggregators.
All prefetched data will never be used and the more read
requests, the more cost of prefetching. Compared to the even
and aligned methods that make only one read request, the
static-cyclic method makes many read requests, one per file
stripe. Therefore, it is not recommended for collective read
operations to use the cyclic methods.
B. BTIO Benchmark
Developed by NASA Advanced Supercomputing Division,
the parallel benchmark suite NPB-MPI version 2.4 I/O is
formerly known as the BTIO benchmark [23]. BTIO presents
a block-tridiagonal partitioning pattern on a three-dimensional
array across a square number of processes. Each process is
responsible for multiple Cartesian subsets of the entire data
set, whose number increases with the square root of the
number of processors participating in the computation. Figure
7 illustrates the BTIO partitioning pattern with an example
of nine processes. In BTIO, forty arrays are consecutively
written to a shared file by appending one after another. Each
array must be written in a canonical, row-major format in the
file. The forty arrays are then read back for verification using
the same data partitioning. We evaluate the Class C data size
which sets the global array size to 162 × 162 × 162 and the
total write amount for forty arrays is 6.34 GB. The global
array size is fixed disregarding the number of MPI processes
used. Hence, the I/O amount of individual processes decreases
as the number of processes increases.
We measured BTIO write and read operations separately.
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Figure 8 shows the write bandwidths, I/O phase percentages,
and the read bandwidths. We use the static-cyclic method
to represent both cyclic methods as their results are about
the same on both Lustre and GPFS. On Lustre, the staticcyclic method outperforms the even and aligned methods
for the write operation. The write bandwidth curve shows
a few spikes in the cases of 16, 64, and 256 processes. In
these cases, the number of default I/O aggregators are 4, 16,
and 64, respectively. Since these numbers are factors of the
number of I/O servers 64, the cyclic methods produce the
file domains such that each aggregator is served by the same
servers and no server receives write requests from more than
one aggregator. Since BTIO runs only on square numbers
of processes, other cases have no such advantage and their
bandwidths are significantly lower.
To overcome this advantage, we also ran additional experiments for the cyclic methods by changing the default numbers
of aggregators. The number of I/O aggregators can be set
by the ROMIO collective buffering node hint, cb_nodes,
and passed to ROMIO library as an MPI info object when
opening the file. We set the number of aggregators to 8, 8,
16, 32, and 128 for the cases of 36, 49, 100, 144, and 576
processes, respectively. These numbers are the largest numbers
that are factors of 64 and smaller than the default number of
I/O aggregators. Adjusting the I/O aggregator numbers clearly
further improves the write performance.

As the number of processes reaches beyond 256, the write
bandwidth of the static-cyclic method with 64 aggregators
starts going down. This behavior is attributed to the smaller
subarray size partitioned in each process, because the subarray size decreases as the number processes increases. When
using 576 processes, each process only holds subarray size
of 288.3 KB. When redistributing data from 576 processes
to 64 aggregators, there are nine processes completing one
aggregator during the data redistribution phase. With small
write requests and large number of processes, the cost of data
redistribution phase starts to grow and interfere the overall
write performance. This can be observed from the Lustre’s I/O
phase percentage chart for those cases using adjusted numbers
of I/O aggregators.
On GPFS, the aligned partitioning method outperforms the
even and static-cyclic methods. The even method is never close
to the aligned method because the 162 × 162 × 162 array size
only generates unaligned file domains for the even partitioning
method. The even method is also slower than the static-cyclic
method and the gap increases as the number of processes goes
up. This implies that the cost of lock boundary conflict for a
large number of small write requests is worse than the cost
of communication contention at the lock token holders caused
by the static-cyclic method.
Similar to the results of the ROMIO collective I/O test,
the read bandwidths of the static-cyclic method are the worst.
The same reason of data prefetching overhead slows down
the static-cyclic method on Lustre. On GPFS, as the number
of processes increase, both aligned and static-cyclic methods
become worse. This behavior is caused by the smaller I/O
amount from each process resulting uneven workload among
the I/O aggregators. Of all three methods, the lock-boundary
aligned partitioning generates the worst unbalanced workload.
C. FLASH I/O Benchmark
The FLASH I/O benchmark suite [24] is the I/O kernel
of a block-structured adaptive mesh hydrodynamics code that
solves fully compressible, reactive hydrodynamic equations,
developed mainly for the study of nuclear flashes on neutron
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stars and white dwarfs [25]. The computational domain is
divided into blocks that are distributed across a number of
MPI processes. A block is a three-dimensional array with an
additional 4 elements as guard cells in each dimension on
both sides to hold information from its neighbors. There are
24 variables per array element, and about 80 blocks on each
MPI process. A variation in block numbers per MPI process
is used to generate a slightly unbalanced I/O load. Since the
number of blocks is fixed for each process, increase in the
number of MPI processes linearly increases the aggregate I/O
amount as well. FLASH I/O produces a checkpoint file and
two visualization files containing centered and corner data. The
largest file is the checkpoint, the I/O time of which dominates
the entire benchmark. Figure 9 depicts the I/O pattern and
extracts the program loops for the write operations. FLASH
I/O uses the HDF5 I/O interface to save data along with
metadata in the HDF5 file format. Since the implementation
of HDF5 parallel I/O is built on top of MPI-IO [26], FLASH
I/O performance reflects the use of different file domain
partitioning methods. There are 24 collective write calls, one
for each of the 24 variables. In each collective write, every
MPI process writes a contiguous chunk of data, appended
to the data written by the previous ranked MPI process.
Therefore, a write request from one process does not overlap or
interleave with the request from another. In ROMIO, this noninterleaved access pattern actually triggers the independent
I/O subroutines, instead of collective subroutines, even if MPI
collective writes are explicitly called. This behavior can be
overridden by enabling the romio_cb_write hint. We use
this hint so the four file domain partitioning methods can
take effect in our experiments. In our experiments, we used a
32 × 32 × 32 block size that produces about 20 MB of data
per process in each collective write operation.

The performance results are shown in Figure 10. The
write bandwidth curve on Lustre looks similar to the ROMIO
collective write test. The even and aligned methods perform
poorly and are much slower than the two cyclic methods. The
static-cyclic method starts to slow down in the cases of 512
and 1024 process due to the interleaved file stripe access at
the I/O servers. The group-cyclic method performs similar to
the static-cyclic method for the cases of using 256 processes
and less, but keeps scaling up beyond 256 processes. This
difference is also reflected in the chart of I/O phase percentage,
where the static-cyclic method increases significantly at 512
and 1024 cases. On GPFS, the aligned method has the best
write bandwidth followed by the even method. The bandwidth
curve of even method is closer to the aligned method than the
static-cyclic method because we uses array size of 32×32×32
which produces many evenly partitioned file domains aligned
to the file stripe boundaries. In order to artificially generate a
slightly unbalanced I/O load, FLASH I/O benchmark assigns
process rank i with 80 + (i mod 3) data blocks and a process’s
write amount is either 20, 20.25, or 20.5 MB. With these
amounts, the even partitioning method can create many file
domains that are aligned with the 512 KB lock boundaries.
The I/O phase percentage results also show the align method
having the lowest percentages and the static-cyclic method the
highest.
D. S3D I/O Benchmark
The S3D I/O benchmark is the I/O kernel of a parallel
turbulent combustion application, named S3D, developed at
Sandia National Laboratories [27]. S3D uses a direct numerical
simulation solver to solve fully compressible Navier-Stokes,
total energy, species and mass continuity equations coupled
with detailed chemistry. The governing equations are solved on
a conventional three-dimensional structured Cartesian mesh.
A checkpoint is performed at regular intervals, and its data
consists primarily of the solved variables in 8-byte threedimensional arrays, corresponding to the values at the threedimensional Cartesian mesh points. During the analysis phase
the checkpoint data can be used to obtain several more
derived physical quantities of interest; therefore, a majority
of the checkpoint data is retained for later analysis. At each
checkpoint, four global arrays, representing the variables of
mass, velocity, pressure, and temperature, respectively, are
written to files in their canonical order.
There are four collective writes in each checkpoint, one
for a variable. Mass and velocity are four-dimensional arrays
while pressure and temperature are three-dimensional arrays.
All four arrays share the same size for the lowest three spatial
dimensions X, Y, and Z, and they are all partitioned among
MPI processes along X-Y-Z dimensions in the same blockblock-block fashion. For the mass and velocity arrays, the
length of the fourth dimension is 11 and 3, respectively. The
fourth dimension, the most significant one, is not partitioned.
Figure 11 shows the data partitioning pattern on a 3D array
and the mapping of a 4D sub-array to the global array in
file. In our evaluation, we keep the size of partitioned X-Y-Z
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dimensions constant, 50 × 50 × 50 in each process. These
numbers were in fact used in real production runs. Each
run produces about 15.26 MB of write data per process per
checkpoint. As we increase the number of MPI processes, the
aggregate I/O amount proportionally increases as well. We
report the performance numbers by measuring ten checkpoints.
The performance results are given in Figure 12. The write
bandwidth curve on Lustre is similar to the ROMIO collective
write test and Flash I/O. For the static-cyclic method, the
similar performance dips occur in the cases of 512 and 1024
processes. The group-cyclic method scales well beyond 512
processes. The I/O phase percentage also favors the cyclic
methods over the even and aligned method. On GPFS, the
aligned partitioning method performs the best, like all other
benchmarks. With the array size used in the experiment, the
even partitioning method does not generate any file domain
that aligns to the lock boundaries and hence performs no closer
to the aligned method. The I/O phase percentage charts are
also similar to the previous I/O benchmarks. From all the I/O
benchmark results presented in this paper, the impacts of the
four partitioning methods to collective I/O performance are
very consistent on both Lustre and GPFS.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
Through reorganizing file access regions among the I/O
requesting processes, the two-phase I/O strategy can significantly improve the parallel I/O performance. However, it
is rare to see a collective I/O performance near the system
peak data bandwidth. The major obstacle lies on the file

locking protocols used by the file systems and the parallel I/O
libraries do not dynamically adjust their I/O methods for these
protocols. The naive even partitioning method used by ROMIO
in its two-phase I/O implementation produces well-balanced
and large contiguous I/O requests, but may not best fit to the

underlying file system locking protocols. In fact, a collective
I/O’s performance depends on many factors, including the
application access patterns, process collaboration strategies
used in the MPI-IO library, and file system configurations.
From our experiments, the way file domains are partitioned
directly determines the I/O parallelism the underlying parallel
file system’s locking protocol can support. Among the four
partitioning methods discussed in this paper, there is no single
method that can outperform others on all file systems. A
portable MPI-IO implementation must dynamically adapt a
method that works best on the target file system.
The lessons learned from this work can be helpful for the
MPI-IO implementation as well as application users to set
the file hints. On file systems that implement server-based
locking protocols, such as the Lustre, the group-cyclic file
domain partitioning method is the best choice for collective
write operations. Choosing the same number of aggregators
as the number of I/O servers can avoid the interleaved file
stripe access for static-cyclic method, as presented in the BTIO
benchmark results. However, when the number of application
processes become much larger than the servers, communication contention can easily formed at the aggregators during
the data redistribution phase. Our future work will study the
performance impact by varying the number of aggregators for
large-scale runs. For token-based locking protocols, such as
the one used by GPFS, the method that aligns the partitioning
to the lock boundaries provides the best collective write
performance. As for collective read operations, either even or
aligned partitioning method is best to use. As new file systems
with novel locking protocols are continuing to be developed in
the future, it is important that a parallel I/O library dynamically
adapts I/O strategies based on the file system configuration that
can bring out the best performance.
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